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Become a partner SerwerSMS

The programme Dealer SerwerSMS is divided into two models of cooperation.We invite similar companies from IT
industry and related services to distribute SerwerSMS among their customers as well as software producers who
want to make the mobile channel in their products.

Software developer

Information for companies wishing to cooperate on the basis of Soft Manufacturer - SerwerSMS Dealer

 

Who do we want to work with?

With companies that want in their software to make mobile communication channel!
With companies who want to spice up your software and receive a commission for every message sent by mobile

module!

Who is the Soft Manufacturer - SerwerSMS Dealer?

Body representing and acting on their own behalf. He is entitled to connect his own computer system and SerwerSMS
platform based on special rules that allow calculation of commission for the dealer for ech sent message.This business model
requires signing a contract and gaining a certificate and integrating its software with platform. Any agreements which they
sign are between final customer and SerwerSMS platform. Dealer does not worry of billing but is obliged to supervise the
module cooperating with the platform and to ensure proper operation. Dealer receives a commission for every message sent
by SerwerSMS platform from its software.

Why is worth to become a Dealer of SerwerSMS?

By partnering with our company dealer can considerably enhance his software and provide their customers a modern, mobile
communication channel in own software. Dealer gets the access to advanced dynamic SerwerSMS platform and the ability to
integrate quickly and easily with remote communication HTTPS XML API. Terms of cooperation are very flexible and adjusted
to every company individually.

We offer the Dealers.:

mobile channel with the possibility of integration via API,
high commission for each message sent throughout the whole period of cooperation,
offering services at prices offer of SerwerSMS,
help with integration.

How to become an Authorized Soft Producer - Dealer of SerwerSMS?

The first step to get the authorization of SerwerSMS is to complete and send the detailed questionnaire below. After initial
analyzing the sent information, representative of SerwerSMS will contact the prospective dealer in order to discuss the
details, or fill in the missing information. If the verification proceeds correctly, the dealer will get complete material of
cooperation, such as dealership agreement and calculations of commission. After accepting and signing the agreement, the
dealer will receive special Certificate, Dealer's IC number and instructions for the integration of his system.
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Trade Dealer

Information for companies that want to cooperate on the basis of SerwerSMS Trade Dealer

 

Who do we want to work with?

With companies looking for ideas on their own, successful business!
With companies who want to spice up their current offer!

Who is business SerwerSMS Dealer?

Body representing and working on the behalf of Platform SerwerSMS. is authorized to present offer and to draw up an
agreement with prospective contractors SerwerSMS. This business model requires signing a contract and gaining a certificate.
Any agreement to sign the dealer shall be concluded between final customer and SerwerSMS platform. Dealer does not worry
of billing and services, he gets fixed or a one-time fee for obtaining a client for.

Why is worth to become a SerwerSMS Dealer?

By partnering with our company dealer can enhance its service offerings. Offer its customers innovative solutions in the field
of mobile marketing, without any specialized knowledge. Dealer will have access to a modern, dynamically developing
SerwerSMS platform and the ability to offer services sought by many companies. Terms of cooperation are very flexible,
tailored to each company individually.

We offer the Dealers e.g.:

complete and ready to sell high quality services ,
constant, high commission for the whole period of cooperation or a one-time fee depending on the model of

cooperation,
offering services at prices offer of SerwerSMS,
aid on sale and our own experience.

How to become an Authorized Dealer of SerwerSMS?

The first step to get authorization of SerwerSMS is to complete and send the detailed questionnaire below. After initial
analyzing the information, the representative of SerwerSMS will contact the dealer in order to discuss the details, possibly
missing information. If the verification proceeds correctly, the dealer will get complete materials of cooperation such as,
dealership agreement and calculations of commission. After accepting the agreement and signed it, the dealer will receive a
special Certificate and ID number of the Dealer.


